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ABSTRACT

CDF has enhanced its capabilities for b-physics with the installation of a silicon

vertex detector (SVX) t, which provides precise 2-dimensional track.in s. The SVX
impact parameter (IP) resolution (~ 13#m for Pt > I0 GeV) is well suited to
detecting displaced secondary vertices (SV) from 5-hadron decays (ct8 _ 390#m).
In this paper we show evidence of SV detection usin8 the • ---. #+#- sample, which
is b-enriched, and describe some pzmpects of b physics opened by the SVX with 25
ph-t the goal integrated luminosity of present run.

1. Vertex Finding with the SVX

The search for SV's takes advutp of the sood SVX IP and primary vertex (PV) resolution.
The IP resolution can be parametrised sm _tP = _(a/P,) _ + b2. The P, dependence is due to
mult/ple scattering and is estimated to be a -- 39#m GeV from simulation. Given the SVX geometry,
simulation studies predict that b __intrinsic position resolution. With current alisnmeat constsats,
the position resolution that we extract from track residusds in the data is _ 13/Lm _ b.

At CDF the PV position averqed over a data taking run is known with _vpv -'- 40 osm, wkich
is the sise of the Tevatron transverse luminous resion. If the IP is calculated wrt the averqe PV,
from the data we measure _rtp(Pt > 5GEV) = 581 ±13_m without the SVX and 44 d:l_ms with the
SVX (dominated by _,v). We also try to reconstruct the PV event by event: in a ff (b6) Montecarlo
sample 35 (13) tracks are used in the averase to determine the PV and o'pv "" 12_m (2 35ems).
The efficiency of tkis alsorithm (_-- 70%) is dominated by the SVX geometrical acceptance and the
lonsitudinal spread of the luminous resion (__ 30 cna).

We estimated the rate of fake SV's from the inclusive jet sample, which is &depleted, and
found a result consistent with Montecarlo expectations. We found, instead, a statistically sisnificant
excess of displaced SV's in &enricbed samples, like the inclusive electron and the qp --. is+#" samples.

3. Physics with the qp--. e_+#- Sample

At the Tevatron Collider a sisnificant fraction of qp's come from B-meson decays. Using the
1989 qPmunple, CDF identified the exclusive decay B ± ---, qp -4-K ± ud measured _(b),the b-quark
production cross section z. With current run CDF will enlarge the sin of the qp sample thanks to
the improved muon detection, which is providing a factor 5.3 increase of the ## trigger rate. In
addition, the measurement of the qpdecay lensth with the SVX allows discriminating B ---. qp from

• zero lifetime X "" qp decays. The expected yield of qp's in the SVX (... 50% acceptance) is of the
order of 45,000. With this sample we will meusure _v(b), Fs, the fraction of qp's from B. the inclusive
B lifetime and separate B lifetimes from exclusive decays.

We analysed a limited sample of qp's (-- 1,000 events) to study the feasibility of a lifetime
measurement. Results reported below are preliminary and not corrected for systematic effects. We
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compute the #+p- invariant mm requiring the muons to come from s common vertex. We use

SVX + CTC (outer central tracking chamber) and CTC tracking only, 8eating respectively 17 Mev
and 26 MeV resolution, the improvement beins due to the increased tracking lever srm provided
by the inner SVX h/ts. We define the sisnal (/Pai) resion to be ± 50 MeV around the central

vsule of M(#+# -) = 3.093 GeV. We then look at the 3-dim. signed decay lensth for the sisnal
and the side band resions, which will serve as s measure of the non-_ background (fiB. I). We
observe a lons tail for positive decay lengths, which is &clesr indication of non-sero lifetime in the

sample. Negative decay ]ensths are due to: I) non-_ backsround and prompt-x contributions, which

we assume symmetric around sero with width equal to the decay length resolution; 2) smearing of
B --. _Pevents from the convolution of a fsILins exponential with the resolution function. In ftU. 2 we
show the • decay lensth ai'ter side band subtraction and correction for the averase parent b-hadron
/_,, determined _th the ISA3ET+CLEO Montecsrlo as a function of Pt(_), This quantity, c_-, is
expected to represent the proper _-hadron decay lensth for cI- > 0.05 cm (Montecsrlo estimate).
The cI" distribution is indeed exponentially fallins for Isrse values and within the statistical error
it is consistent with the world &versus measurement of the inclusive b-hadron lifetime. This result
shows that lifetime measurements at CDF sre becomin s feasible thanks to the SVX.

The yields of exclusive B decays in the SVX suffer from lsrse uncertainties on Fs for
the P,(_) > 3.0 GeV resion now accessible with the trifWer. We expect &pproxin_tely 180-360
B ± ---, 9 + K ±, 140.280 B" ---, 9 + K" (both ,dresdy ob_rved by CDF), -- 40-80 B_ -. q_+ @ -.,
_+#-K+K - and < 100 At --, qP+A --, _+p'l_r" events. The limit on At comes from CDF 90% CL

upper limit on At production. The SVX will provide excellent ¢ombinatori¢ backs_ound rejection by
requirin s s common displaced vertex for the decay products. This will be very effective for Bs (four
particle SV plus _, @ mass constraints). For the At search the SVX can also help by incnmsin s
the ansul_/P, acceptance with standalone track/ns ud identifyins s A, sisnal (LEPwise) from the
cascade dmy Ab -, IvA, -. h_ + pew.

2. qCD Topics

The b-quark production dynsun/cs can be tested by studyin s the spectrum of 4_,17,Ps ud
inwtzinnt msre correlations of b6 pairs 8. For example, study of small. 64)(b_) for Pa(b) > 20 GeV will
allow munfinS the amour of sluon api/rains t (9 "' b_). We estimate that for Pa(b) > 20 GEV, the
SVX will prox_kle ,_, 600 double b-tsp in the inclw/ve lepton sample.

QCD ps_l/cts larp vsuis_ons in the behavior of b-hackon production cro_ section in jets,

_(jel)BR(jz_ --. b-baden+X), vs. the frqmentstion v1_-isble, z = E(b-hsdron)it/E_, ,. Three very
_t resimee can be dJstink'uished depencUns on _'i,,,: I)/'or E_., _ I00 GeV the production
ruto vs. • follows the Petenon model, with the typical peak for z --. 1 due to direct b_ production;
2) for E_,t -- 100 GeV two peshs sre p_dicted (z -, 0,1), with the low z peak due to sluon
spI/ttin_, 3) for Eje, _, I00 GeV, the z -, 1 peek dimppem and b production behaves just like the
r fmsmentstion function, with the important difference that the b-hadron frssmentstion function
cam be calculated in QCD from first principles. Qunntit&tive predictions for these three resimes sre
known for supe_oll/der enetKies s, but the same qualitative behavior is expected at the Tevatron s.

4. Conclusions

A prelimin,u7 analysis of data taken in three months of runnins shows that the 5VX is
openins to CDF interestins b physics prospects. With 25 1=6-l some of these prospects include
EWK me_urements (inclusive ud exclusive b-hadron lifetimes with the 9 --. #+#- sample), QCD
me_urements (_ correlations, b production in jets) and identification of B$ ud At hadrons.
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FiIpu_ 1: Decay len_h distributionof the sicasl (J/_) _nd side bud (S.B.) n_ioa.
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Fisure 2: • dec&ylensth side bsnd subtractedand correctedfor kinemltics.
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